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SILVER CITY, X.

DESPERATE CANDIDATES
Republicans Endeavor to Get Possession of Private Papers.
D. M.

Totter Cornered at White
Hut the

Corral
Stand Tat.

The republican leaders of this county
are very much distressed. Their distress
is not of the kind which is sometimes
produced when a small boy fills himself
up on green apples, but it is quite as
acute.
Last summer some one broke into J. J.
McEwen's store and D. M. Potter, of
this place, was arrested and put in jail
for the offense. At the lust full term of
the district court he was indicted for
the offense committed and since he was
released from jail on bond he has been
busy gathering evidence to aid him in
his trial.
At the time of the arrest C. Baca was
a deputy sheriff as he is now and he is
an important, witness in the case. Naturally Mr. Potter kept on the lookout for
evidence which would tend to discredit
Mr. P.aca's testimony before the court.
Last month he found what he had been
looking for and lost no time in getting
the facts in the form of an affidavit.
l!y some means the fact that he hud
an allidavit which was very damaging to
Mr. liaca leaked out and the republican
leaders got hold of the information.
They at once jumped at the conclusion
that the allidavit was obtained for use in
the campaign and the last Enterprise,
notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Potter has lieen a life long republican, and
had served as a United States deputy
marshal under the Harrison administration, got out its mud machine and
promptly covered Mr. Potter with mud.
It discredited the allidavit which Potter
had in his possession and which, as Mr.
Potter avers, had been in the possession
of no other person. The Enterprise denied that Lafayette Fox, after having
been arrested, at Earnest's, for violation
of the laws of the territory, had paid Mr.
linca a sum of money for his release, and
charged that ttie democrats were responsible for the allidavit which had been
obtained but which had not lieen published although it was obtained a month
ago.
As soon as the republicans got hold of
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the affidavit they set to work to save
Baca. Fox was "interviewed" and he
immediately evinced a strong desire to get
the affidavit back. In fact he offered
$ 100 for it. Then he madti another affidavit which shows that the "interview"
was perfectly satisfactory as far as he is
concerned.
All this time Mr. Potter was not
asleep. As soon as the fact that he had
the affidavit in his possession became
known he took steps to secure other affidavits. Ho visited Central and the purpose of his errand was made known in
Silver City by trusted couriers who rode
like the wind to get here before Potter
could get in with the papers. He was
met by some of the leading republicans
of the county, among them being Sheriff
Laird, Deputy Sheriff Haca, Deputy
Sheriff Welty and Hon. J. 11. Johnson,
once the chairman of the republican
county committee. These prominent
republicans met him at White's corral
and tried to bluff him into giving up the
papers. He first ascertained that they
had no papers which would warrant
them in arresting him or in searching
his person and he then flatly refused to
produce any papers. They followed
him part of the way to his home while
the man at the corral went down town
and informed John Uillett of what had
taken place at the corral. Gillett, fearing that there might be trouble over the
mutter, took three men with him, Win.
Conunt, E. M. Young and Baylor Shannon and immediately went to Potter's
house in order to protect him if he needed protection. Meantime there was a
number of men watching Potter's house.
The affair created a sensation and the
greatest surprise was manifested that
two of the republican candidates should
resort to such desperate means to get
possession of papers which hud not been
offered for publication, but which they,
perhaps, supposed would work untold
injury to the sheriff's office if the contents of the papers should become public property.
Potter states that he obtained the allidavit of Fox for use at the coining term
of court and his actions certainly bear
out this statement. He is more deeply
concerned in clearing himself of the
charge which hangs over him than he is
defeating the republican candidate for
the office of sheriff, inasmuch as he is
nnd has always been a republican and
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has always worked for the republican
ticket.
Since the Enterprise made the matter
public property there has been considerable talk about the affair and, although
the democratic leaders had no intention
of printing the story of the drunken republican soldier's arrest and release by a
republican deputy sheriff and the obtaining of an affidavit in regard to the
matter by a republican
U. S.
marshal, since it has linen made public
by a republican paper in such a form as
to mislead some of the voters of the
county, the democrats consider that it is
doing simply justice to themselves to let
the voters have the facts just as they are.
Perhaps as clear an account of the
facts in the case as has been brought out
is contained in an allidavit which was
made by Mrs. Potter and sworn to
Judge Corbin. The affidavit is as
lc-fo- re

follows

:

affidavit of mrs. l'otthk.
Tkkmtoky of New Mexico,)
"'
County of Uiunt.
On the 20th day of October 1894,
me the undersigned authority personally appeared Lizzie S. Potter, to me
well known, who being by me first duly
sworn, deposes and says, as follows,
That she is the wife of Delbert M.
Potter and resides in Silver City, Grunt
county, New Mexico. That on" OcIoIht
ltilh 1894, after (and on the same day)
her husband hail gone on the train to
Deming, X. M., one Lafayette Fox, a
colored man, called at alliant's house
and inquired for her said husband and
suid that he, said Fox, had, on September 2!lrd, 1894, made a certain allida-v- it
liefore J. Crockett (iivens, notary
public, relative to a certain financial
transaction of one Cipriano liaca, the
present candidate for sheriff of said ( i
on the republican ticket. That
said allidavit was made in good faith and
that all the statements made therein
were true as he said Fox and several
others would have to testify if asked in
a court of law, but that on that morning
(said Oct. itl, 1894,)
he, said Fox,
(2)
had leen, for
two
hours,
said
conversing with
liaca
and
that said liaca had told him, said
Fox, that if the democrats got hold of
said allidavit they would use it against
him, said liaca, in the coming election.
That the facts contained in said allidavit
would work great injury to and ruin
him, said liaca, lcfore the people and
cause his defeat. That said Baca felt
very badly about it and that he, said
Fox, was sorry for liaca and, under the
circumstances, was sorry the said allidavit had been made, lieing so dangerous, to Mr. liaca's political interests.
alThat although the facts stated in
lidavit were true he.said Foc.on account
)"

le-fo- re

to-w- it:

rant-count-

2
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of friendship for said Baca, would like to
suppress said affidavit and that if she,
tins affiant, would deliver it to him he
would pay to her the sum of one hundred
(100) dollars for it, in order to protect

said Baca's interests. That this affiant
then informed said Fox that her said
husband had obtained said affidavit for
his own use and not for political
purposes.
That the same had
not
been shown
to any candidates or political organizations in
coming election nor published in any
way and certainly would not be shown
or published, in any way, until after her
said husband's return to Silver City.
That lie, Fox, could satisfy himself that
no use (political) had been made of said
affidavit, by going to some of the officials
of lioth parties candidates in the coming
election now in office, and mentioned
A. B. Laird, sheriff, and Ed. Young,
probate clerk, among others. That said
Fox during said conversation with affiant, frequently reiterated the statement
that he wished rather to help than injure Mr. Baca, as Mr. Baca had acted as
a friend to him, said Fox, in releasing
hint after arresting him even for pay
and that he wanted to help Baca. This affiant further says that, to the best of her
knowledge and belief, no candidate in
coming election had any knowledge
whatever of the existence, even, of said
allidavit until the night of October 15th
1894.
Further affiant says not.
(Signed)
Lizzie S. Pottek.
Sworn to and subscrilied before me
this 20th dav of Octolier, 1894.
James Cohiiix,
(Signed),
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
The above affidavit was made by Mrs.
Potter who sent for Judge Corbin to
come to her house and take her statement while she was confined in bed and
in a serious condition.
That Layfayette Fox was extremely
anxious to secure the affidavit which he
had made at Central last month, as stated in the affidavit, was known even before Mrs. Potter made the affidavit, for
Fox stated to some of the business men
of this place that he would give $100 to
get the affidavit, but we have been unable to learn whether Fox wanted to get
the affidavit to prevent its use in court
as well as in the election or not. Nevertheless the fact remains that the soldier
offered $100 to get the allidavit and a
good many ieople are wondering where
a soldier could get $100 for such a pur-
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them to affidavits. Inasmuch as the article referred to in the Enterprise seems
to turn from the candidates to personalities and a direct effort on the part of
the editorial to direct the attention of
voters that Lafayette Fox, the man
who made the affidavit referred to in the
Enterprise, was drunk at the time he
signed the affidavit which was sworn to
before me, and endeavors to convey the
impression that the affidavit in question
was not read or explained to him, I desire to state that Fox, in company with
Dell Potter, came to my office about
noon of the day the affidavit was signed.
Potter, Fox and myself went into my
office, we all took seats and talked particularly about the affair which took
place at Ernests about a year
This conversation lasted for half and
of an hour. Then
perhaps
Potter, referring to the matter of his
visit with Fox, stated that he had an
affidavit that Mr. Fox wished to sign
and proceeded to read the affidavit in my
presence which was read over twice to
Fox by Potter. I then took the affidavit
and looked it over, asked Fox if he understood its contents and his reply was
that he did and that it was the truth. I
then asked him if he wanted to sign that
allidavit. He Bays : "Yes, I can sign
that affidavit. It is the truth." lie
thereupon signed the affidavit and I
swore him to its contents. Fox and
Potter were far from being drunken men.
In making this statement I am not fighting Mr. Shannon's or Mr. Baca's battles.
I desire the facts and those alone to go to
the public. Newspapers should be careful as to what they say in attacking public officers and state the facts and not
m isrcpresen tations.
Very respectfully,
(Signed,)
J. Chock et Givens.
Justice of the Peace and Notary Public
for Grant Co.
three-quarte-

rs

Next Saturday will be the last day for
registration for the coming election. See
that you are registered.
Louis Serna has a lease on the old
McGregor mine at Georgetown and has
six men at work taking out concentrating
ore.
The democratic candidates have leen
out for a week in the western part of the
county talking politics with the voters
out there.
The meeting of the normal school literary society, which was to have taken
place next Saturday evening, has been
pose.
postponed (or a week.
The Enterprise stated that Fox was
Joe Schlosser, Charles Dennis and son
drunk when he made the allidavit and
have taken a lease on the Consolidated
it is also charged that he did not underMimbres company's property at Georgestand what he was swearing to when he
town and are taking out good ore.
signed the affidavit in Judge Givens' ofLaizure & Grabe have commenced
fice.
The following statement from
Judge Givens will set at rest all doubt taking down the kiln of bricks recently
burned for use in the normal school
as to that part of the matter.
In leply to the editorial slur in the building. It will probably lie alnjut a
Enterprise of October 19th 1894, I desire month before the brickwork of the
to make the following statement : 1 have building will be completed.
lieen a notary public and a justice of the
There was a general rain in this part
oeace almost continuously since 1880.
During this time I have sworn hundreds of the county last Friday. While it will
mid perhaps thousands of men to all not do grass any good it will enable catforms and classes of affidavits. In discharging a public duty I have always tle to get out from the water courses for
lieen, and am yet, careful as toa person's a few days into good feed in the
mental qualifications when swearing

s

A SOLID
Deming

LINE OF BATTLE.

Democrats Are
Array.

in

Battle

The New Populist Paper Opposes the Democratic Candientes Just As Was
Expected.
Demino, New Mexico, Oct. 23. Politics continues to be the all absorbing
topic of conversatian, and party lines
are being drawn closer every day. The

populists, realizing their fast failing fortunes, are about to issue a paper for general distribution throughout the county
in the hopu of once more attracting public attention to their movement. Some
of the advance sheets have been circulated about Deming, and the sole purpose
of the publication would seem to be to
attack the democratic candidates, showing plainly the intention of the leaders
of the
movement to vent their
spleen against the democratic party for
the purpose of obtaining revenge because they were unable to dictate the
The publipolicy of that party.
cation of the paper is the liest
thing that could have happened for the
democratic party, as it exposes without
doubt that the leaders of the new movement have no belief in third party principies, but have taken this method of
endeavoring to down the democratic
party, and that that is their sole aim
and purpose. The items are almost exclusively tirades against democratic candidates, and with few exceptions republicans are not even mentioned.
The populists are arranging for a mass
meeting the latter part of this week,
upon which occasion John J. Bell and
other candidates are expected to be present, among them T. B. Mills, the candidate for delegate to congress.
The democrats feel no doubt of the
result throughout the county, if the
other precincts do their duty as well as
Deming will. The vote here will be the
largest ever polled and the democratic
majorities will be increased in proportion. Reports from Cook's Peak,
lfadley, Lordsburg, and other places are
correspondingly encouraging.
Judge Boone has just returned from a
trip through the eastern part of the
county and finds everything most favorable to his election. While away he addressed several large meetings and njet
with a most encouraging reception.
The dastardly attack in last Friday's
Enterprise against some of the democratic nominees has proved a veritable
boomerang, and has gained votes for th )
democratic party, prominent republican i
declaring themselves strongly opposed to
such methods and condemning the article in unmeasured terms. The Enter- -
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prise article has changed at leaHt fifteen
votes in this precinct.
There is a strong probability that arrangements will be made for the "Little
Tycoon" company, of Silver City, to play
down here next Saturday evening- - They
would be greeted by the largest house
ever seen in Deming. Several residents
of this city who went to Silver City to
witness the performance speak in the
highest terms of the production.
Lively Time at Pino

Alto.

GREAT TRUTHS WELL TOLD.

V. Miles, at the helm of her edu
cational affairs.
Under his magnetic
and intelligent touch the schools blossomed into a vitality hitherto unknown
to them. . As teachers we felt the flush
of honest pride at his approval and ac
quiesced respectfully at his disapproval.
In either case we arose strengthened for
our work.
Hut now well it is
Hvperion to a Satyr !
The voters of Grant county cannot
afford to jeopardize their schools by any
indifference in this matter. Two years
ago, in view of the needs and conditions
of frontier life, an
nomination by the democratic party placed the
voters tif the county between the devil
and the deep sea. No such dilemma
exists now. That the democratic nominee obtained the unanimous suffrages of
an intelligent convention without any
slickness or wire pulling, is a better endorsement of his claims than anything
an humble teacher can offer in his
red
favor. But if there are
publicans who cannot vote for a democrat, let me, to save them from swallowing crow, present the claims of the
third 'party candidate, Mr. Chase, of
Deming, an honest, upright gentleman of
extensive culture and unquestioned integrity. Let the people demand in the
candidate for the office of superinten- .
r
i
i
i
,i .. i .i .i .iman
laiem
dent oi scnoois some inner
political slickness.

Geo.

Highly Educated Gentleman Makes
Some Pertinent Remarks About Candidates for School Superintendent.
Allison, N. M., October 20. Among
the offices to be filled by the elections on
the 6th of November that of county
superintendent of schools, though humble in the revenue attached to it, is really more important to the voters of Grant
county than the more tempting prizes for
which candidates are now struggling.
It is to be regretted that this office can
not be entirely withdrawn from all partisan association. As a voter and as a
teacher permit me space in your paper
for a few remarks.
That the candidate for election on the
republican ticket, the present incumbent (and we may add incumbrance), is
not the "man for Gal way" is true, "and

A

-

Yesterday afternoon a Mexican named
Balantiuo Domingues made an assault
upon the little four year old daughter of
J. V. Jackson at Pinos Altos. As soon
as the affair became noised about it became apparent that Domingues would
be killed if he wa not promptly taken
care of.
Some of the Mexicans got Domingues,
secreted him and sent a courier to thij
place. Deputy Sheriff Sheridan and
Mat glial Cantiy immediately went to
Pinos Altos where they found the people
of the town in a high state of excite
nient. Mr. Jackson had armed himself
and would, with the assistance of others,
undoubtedly have made short work of
Domingues had they found him, but on
the assurance of Marshal Cantiy thai
Domingues would be safely brought to
Silver City and lodged in jail the Mexicans delivered him to the officer and he
was safely brought here and placed in
jail. The ollicers arrived here about 10
o'clock last night with their prisoner
who was glad enough to get away from
limos Altos. It is quite probable there
would have been some killing had it not
been for the opportune arrival of the
ollicers.
A noisy, enthusiastic and extremely
large audience filled the Peoples' Theater last night, and seemed to enjoy the
funny antics of the "Jolly Old Chums"
and their associates. The atmosphere
was very like that of a Turkish bath,
but the spectators seemed to willingly
endure it and laughed heartily at the
pranks of Mr. Budd Ross and Thos. J.
Grady and pretty Lillian Stillman, one
of the most clever little actresses we
have seen in a long time, Being young,
vivacious and pretty, she takes with the
audience the moment she appears on the
stage. The other members ot the company were very satisfactory in the
parts. New York Herald.
At Morrill hall Saturday October 27ih.
Admission $1.00. No extra charge for
reserved seat.-- . Tickets on sale at
it

hide-boun-

pity 'tis 'tis true." Uncouth and boor
ish in manner, narrow in his views and
unbounded in his egotism, he is no more
fit to be at the head of a great educa'
tional system than is His Satanic Majesty to pump holy water for His Holiness
the Pope at Home. A victim probably
of his environment, until the political
accident which drew him from his obscurity, a pedagogue in a backwoods
has
school, his overweening
reached its phenomenal proportions
by his habit of meeting his coterie of
grocery and
friends at the cross-road- s'
oracularly laying down laws for the government of the universe willing par-hain moments of extreme condescen
sion to listen with complacent superciliousness to any humble remarks which
the Almighty Creator may presume
respectfully to offer.
When the present school law went
into effect Grant county was fortunate
in finding that cultured gentleman,

Thomas. Bkown,
Late of Deming.

Will Carvil won the carriage rallied by
Fielder at Maiser Bros, burlier
shop last Saturday evening. He threw
4U winch was tied and in tnrowing on
the tie he threw 37 and won.
D. A. Martin has sold to Win. Green,
a cattle buyer from the northwest, a
bunch of cattle which will be shqed
soon. It is understood that a good price
was obtained for the stock.
J. II. Pascoe, of Pine Ciénega, died at
the Grant County hospital here last
Friday. He was 53 years old. At the
time of his death his wife was ill and
unable to come here.
The populists gave a dance here last
Sunday evening.
Mrs.
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There are 184 voters registered at Central. The leading politicians of the
p ace estimate that there will lie 140 to
i.O votes cast at the coming election in
the precinct.
Horn, to the wife of Dell M. Potter on
Friday, Octolier 19, 1S94, a son.
A camping parly went out to Paschal
last week for a few days' hunt.
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N. A. Bolich, republican candidate for
Mrs. Ashenfelter and Mrs. Walton, of
atDeming, were here last week and
treasurer, and Israel King, republican
candidate for commissioner, came up
tended the opera.
Mention of People You Do and Do
went to
For fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars from Deming last week and
Not Know.
places.
other
and
Pinos Altos Central
go to Rose & Fritter's.
O. F. Zottman will make Silver City
Soaps,
and
Perfumery
Toilet
Articles
Other Interesting Matter Which Can lie
tuning and selling pianos,
& Co's.
regularly,
W.
Jackson
L.
at
Kead With Profit Ily AU Our
Piano
every three or four months.
Townspeople.
Martin Mullen, the populist condidate owners of Silver City will no doubt be
for commissioner from this district, was pleased to patronize a reliable tuner.
Max Schutzwas at Mogollón last week. in town last week.
Bring your job work to The Eagle office.
L.
It will be done neatly, promptly and
School
W.
Buy
your
Supplies
at
Full Btock of Heating Stoves at Robinat reasonable rates.
Jackson's & Co's.
son's.
Robert Black has returned from a
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily
F. M. Prescott is here from Pueblo.
at Nolan's, opposite Post Olliee.
trip to San Juan county where he estabVienna, French and Twist Bread at
A. S. Goodell has returned from his lished a branch experiment station of
the new bakery.
ranch on the Gila where he has been for the agricultural college.
J. H. Bragaw was in town last Monseveral days dividing stock.
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
day.
pies and cakes at Goettel & subscribe for The Eaui.k.
Bread,
Rose & Fritter receive fresh fruit on ReiffePs.
every train. Give theni an order.
Assessor Miles is in Dona Ana county
Finest Cutlery in the city at W. L.
Mrs. Posey has returned from a trip Jackson & Co's.
getting his political fences in shape for
east.
the election a week from next Tuesday.
E. Wellington one of the large sheep
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
John Spiller has obtained a lease on
owners in the western part of the counby a reliable tuner.
Pacific Gold Company's property
the
ty was in town yesterday.
Mrs. S. A. Hunter was In from the
and will operate it on his own account.
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily He was superintendent for the company
Gila last week.
at the Post Office store.
for several years anil no one knows
Sec the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
B. T. Link.
more about the property than he does.
Robinson's.
Oliver Sumner Teall, brother of Mrs.
For Sale A bran new Petaluma inMrs. J. English was down from Pinos cubator with all the latest improvements. C. G. Kidd and who will be remembered
Apply to George D. Jones.
Altos yesterday.
by many old timers in this section, has
Call at the new Bakery and get your
Peter Hall and wife, of Pine Ciénega, made an assignment in New York City.
His liabilities were $100,000 more than
bread, pies and cakes.
were in last week to visit their daughter his assets. The assets amounted to but
Lon Munson was here yesterday from who is ill at L. II. Rowlee's.
a few dollars.
the Munson ranch.
Col. Martin returned on Sunday from
(70 TO THE
Fine fresh candies at Goettel & Reif-fel'- s. a trip to his ranch near Carlisle. He
reports a good rain in that section last
SILVER CITY
S. S. Brannin was in from his ranch Friday.
on the Sapello last week.
School Books for every one at Porter-field'Have your pianos tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
The finest lino of Imported and DoCigars in the city, at Nolan's opmestic
A.
J.
Ancheta bus returned from a
and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
posite Post Office.
trip to Bona Ana county.
Sam Moll, who was a resident of this Tinware, Glassware and Notions
Fresli candies every day at Martin
city during the booming times, returned
CHEAP FOR CASH.
Maher's.
last Sunday after an absence of a numWo sell lower than liny other house In the
Thomas Foster and Thomas S. Heflin
city. It Is to YOUK INTEREST TO CAM..
ber of years.
were over to Lordsburg last week.
B. BOREXSTEX.
Just Rkceivkd An elegant line of The postoffice store keeps the finest
fresh cream candies in town. Received
olliee stationery at Porterfield's.
every 2 weeks both from San Francisco
!
iQ FUN ABOUT
B. T. Link.
Frank Graham, formerly of this place, and Pueblo.
is now in the office of the Rocky MounOtto F. Zottmann, piano tuner and reE.
tain News.
pairer for
Co.,
will
of
BOOT
AND SHOEMAKER.
to
El
City
Silver
Paso,
in
return
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
about two weeks. If you wish to have I promise you faithfully. In the lout; run,
by a reliable tuner.
shape wait youslmll save half your money, by liavint?
your pianos put in first-claMrs. J. Abraham and daughters, from for him. Leave your orders for tuning your work neatly and promptly (lone to suit
yourself, at E. llOSENHEIMi'S
Clifton, Arizona, are visiting relatives in at The Eaui.e office.
Silver City. N. M.
this city.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

s;

TEN CENT
STORE.

if

theClark-Whitson-Leit-

ROSENBERG,

ch

ss

Go to Hose &

Fritter's

candies.
Felix Lcavick

for fresli made

passed through this
place last week on his way from Denver
to Mogollón.

Seethe

new Majestic Heater at

Uob-inson- 's.

(liarles

M. Shannon, collector of internal revenue for this district, is here
from Santa Fe.
T.eave your subscription for any publication with Con M. Nolan, opposite Post
Hice.

r

r

LEITCH
EL I'ASO, TEXAS,
11!)

San Fianeinco St.

T T T

MUSIC CO.,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
203 Railroad Amine.

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Toihti)
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REPUBLICAN

SCHEME.

to Get Votes for a Republican
Legislative Candidate.
The following letter from A. C. Rogers,

A Fine Plan

the populist nominee for the council
from the 9th district, to the Western
Liberal, shows plainly that the nomination was made simply for the purpose of
getting populist votes for the republican
cand idatu. Rogers , after being nominated, withdraws and asks the populists to
support the republican nominee. Here is
the letter :
I notice today, for the first time, in the
New Mexican, that at the populist convention held in Silver City on the 6th of
the current month, that I was nominated
as the populist candidate for the council
from the 9th senatorial district.
The nomination was without my
knowledge and consent, and I have
never been olficially notified of it. Until
i read it tins clay in tne paner, l was
ignorant of any such convention having
met at bilver City.
It is well known in my county that I
have never wavered in my adhesion to
the republican party, and that I have
been, still am, and intend to remain, a
supporter of Charles H. Sparks of Chaves
county, the republican candidate for
councilman from this, the 9th district.
It occurs to me that the populists
have been the victims of a shrewd
scheme, practiced inon them bv svmna'
thizers of the democratic candidate,
who, fearing their candidate will be
slaughtered in Grant and other counties
in the district, have hoped that, by
bringing about the nomination of a life
long republican at the populist hands
the strength of Mr. Sparks might be
measurably weakened.
I am disposed to defend my populist
menus against so uniust an imposition,
and invite them to join the republicans
in advancing the interest of our district
and of the whole territory by the elec
tion oí Charles II. Sparks.

5

put in good condition. From Main
street to the hill on which the normal
school building is located there is an
easy grade and with a little grading the
street coüld be made the finest in town.
This would add much to the appearance
of that part of town and the planting of
hade trees on either side of the street
would make it in a few years one of the
handsomest in New Mexico. Owners of
property on that street would advance
their interests by planting Bhade trees in
front of their respective properties.

be

Some time since Mr. R. P. Hart, of
the Hart Brothers' Land and Cattle Co.,
came to the conclusion that there was
int enough profit in the cattle business
in southwestern New Mexico, and so
concluded to close out the business of
the company. Last Monday he made i
contract with Major Tower, who repre
pen ted himself and Mr. Geo. Casey, for
the delivery of all the cattle owned by
the company at Lordsburg, by the fif
teenth of next October, though most of
the cattle will be delivered within the
next thirty days. The cattle will bo
shipped to the Bell ranch in San Miguel
county. Tho Liberal is very sorry to see
Mr. Hart close out his interest in this
section of the country, for he has long
leen one of tha prominent citizens of
southern Grant county, and is a citizen
that the county cannot well afford to
lose. Western Liberal.

With the expenditure of a small
amount of money the city might have at
least one fine street. Naturally Ninth
street will become the thoroughfare to
the new normal school and it ought to
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The registration of voters is about
completed for this county this year.
While some of the precincts show a very
material falling off in the number of
voters registered, there are others where
there is considerable increase over the
registration of two years ago. Most of
the county precincts have either held
their own or show an increase, while
'some of the mining camps show a large
decrease. The registration shows very
conclusively that less attention is being
paid to mining while stock raising and
agricultural pursuits are getting more
At the beginning of next year Grant
into favor.
county will have a large amount of un
The regular term of the district court
paid bills for the payment of which there
for
this district should have Iteen held
is not and has not been money in the
treasury. For years the county com- in Sierra county last week, but the lack
missioners of this county levied am of funds for court purposes prevented
amount for the current expenses of the the holding of the regular term. Judge
county far in excess of the legal limit Fall was there, and District Attorney
and when this practice was stopped the Bell of this city went over, but as there
county treasury wai speedily drained were no juries summoned mere was
and there has not been any considerable nothing for the court to do and the term
amount of money in the current expense was adjourned.
fund at any time within two years.
Julius Wagner has made some needed
owl repairs on the building occupied by
Fred Shelton's monkey-face- d
which was once sent to the territorial J. B. Warren. Some time ago a section
fair at Albuquerque and which was ad of plaster fell, breaking lamps and surmired by so many people at the Cottage prising the bartender and it was decidwhere the owl was kept for a long time, ed to remove all the plaster from the
It was mounted by ceiling and replace it with a metal ceildied last week.
will
be kept by Fred as ing.
R. H. Speed and
valuable ornithological specimen.
William Walker has moved into tho
Monkey-face- d
owls are rarely found, but
next door to the shop he forbuilding
this one was a fine specimen.
He will share the
merly occupied.
C. AV. Wilkie and wife, of Mogollón, building with L. Abraham who has ocwere here last week. Mr. Wilkie was a cupied it ns a barber shop.
resident of this place for a number of
Next Saturday will be the last day on
years and is counted as one of the best
millwrights in New Mexico. Since he which voters can register for the coming
has been in Mogollón he has been very election. No person who is not regissuccessful and is now putting up one of tered can vote. See that you are registered if you vant to vote.
the largest buildings in the camp.

Aaron
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The Little Tycoon.
The Silver City opera company played
the Little Tycoon at Morrill hall on
Thursday and Friday evenings of last
week. On Thursday evening the hall
was crowded and many were unable to
get seats. There would doubtless have
been as many present on Friday evening
but for the inclemency of the weather.
As it was the hall was well filled.
After the seats had been on sale an
hour on Monday morning it was apparent that there would have to be a second
performance in order to accommodate all
who desired to attend, and it was arranged to have a dance after the performance on Friday evening.
The members of the company acquitted themselves with a great deal of credit and they were highly complimented
on their success in presenting the opera.
The leading parts were well taken and
the manner in which they were presented indicated that the company had
been fully prepared to properly present
the parts.
Following is the cast of characters :
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and should the Silver City opera company, at any time in the future, decide
to give another opera, the support of the
people of this city may be assured.
The dance after the play on Friday
evening was enjoyed, by a large number
of persons who remained after the opera
was over. The hall was soon cleared
and dancing was képt up until about 3
o'clock on Saturday morning.
A Hopeless Case.

tho murderer of Deputy
Schutz, ia still in prison at Juarez.
Some time ago an effort was made to get
the Mexican authorities to deliver him to
the proper authorities of this territory
and the necessary papers were secured
from the governor and sent to the Mexican authorities. The affidavit of Ownby
who was present at the time of the killing is also in the possession of the Mexican authorities.
The Mexican government is trying to
secure evidence against Valdez as one of
the revolutionists and if the government
succeeds in getting sufficient evidence to
warrant his being shot, and it will reCAST OF CIIABACTKHS.
quire but little evidence down there to
General Knickerbocker, ono of the old
convict him, the officials down there will
Knickerbockers
have him taken out and shot instead of
A. F. Nlcliol.
delivering him to our officers. If the
Alvln Hurry, a young Wall street broker;
afterwards the Great Tycoon of Japan.... government fails to get the evidence reGeorge D. Hpuser.
quired he will be turned over to the
Ruftis Heady, Alvln'scollege friend; aftersheriff of this county and Mill, in all
wards.
ll
Interueter to the
probability, be hanged in Silver City.
Great Tycoon
The evidence against him is positive and
Herbt. Martyr.
Lord Dolphin, son of tho Marchioness of
direct so that it appears that Valdez will
I'ullhlmback
die at no distant day and by violent
0. W. Marriot.
means. Whether he dies at the muzzle of
Teddy, Lord Dolphin's valet
Geo. Norton.
Mexican rifles or at the end of an AmerFirst Custom Houso Officer, an elevated
ican rope matters but little.
Gull-Gu-

nuin

S. B.

Glllett.

Second Custom House Officer, an elevated

man

Jno. M. Wiley.
Montgomery, Gen. Knickerbocker's footman
J. J. Sheridan.
Footman
,
Chas. Ott.
Miss Hurricane, chaperon to Tourist-MaideMrs. W. C. Marriott.
Dolly Dimple, Violet's school friend
Mrs. J. J. Sheridan.
Lady Dolphin, Marchoness of I'ullhlmback
Mrs. Geo. Norton.
Violet, Gen. Knlckenbocker's daughter
(The

Little

Tycoon)
Mrs. A. G. Hood.

Valdez,

Horses Recovered.
of Colonia Diaz, and
Philip Hearst, of Colonia Du Blan, Mexico, have recovered four horses which
were stolen from them some time ago by
Mexican horse thieves. , These men are
Mormons from the Mormon colonies in
Mexico south of Deming and their
horses were stolen by the Mexican gang
of horse thieves, one of whom was
arrested by Deputy Sheriff Wes Welty
some time ago.
J. W. Orchard, of Lake Valley, has
also recovered five horses stolen from
him. It seems that this gang of Mexicans had been doing a fine business prior
to the arrest of one of its members here,
W. H. Blake,

but this arrest may frighten them so
that they will change their base of operations.
Those of our citizens who have valuable trees and shrubbery planted in their
yards should see to it that their gates
are secure if they would save their property from damage, as there is nightly a
small herd of cattle roaming our streets
ready to enter any yard which promises
them a little forage.

J. W. Fleming, U. S. coal mine inspector for New Mexico, returned last
Thursday from a tour of inspection of
the mines. He estimates that the coal
mining industry in this territory is worth
about $5,000,000 a year to New Mexico
and says that the production could be
very largely increased if necessary.
Wool growers in this vicinity are shipping their product to eastern markets.
The demand for wool is better now than
it has been for some months and the
market is more favorable for wool producers.
Postoffice Inspector Waterbury was
S. A. Alexander and F. M. Galloway
here last week.
He went from this left for Gold Hill last Saturday. They
place to Mogollón.
are going to mining in that camp.

ilouX Mogollons
Murphey's Passenger, Ex press and Mail Line.

Choruses of Japanese, Hobgoblins, Brigands,
Tourists &c.
Ciionus.
Messrs. Whlto, Chandler. Bluemn, Shipley,
Oakes, Lal.ure, Heather. Misses Boss
Black, Hood, Lal.ure, Warner, Hudson,
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
Whltehlll, Moore and Mrs. SchalTner.
There were a few minor changes made and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
on Friday evening but none of these
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Co's. express
were of importance except the dance by
Miss Annie Ashenfelter, of Doming, who office from which place the stage starts.
brought down the house.
The audiences on both nights were

highly pleased with the performances

W.

M.

Murphey.
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heard of any great droves being brought against the wishes of the people. They had
over the line to destroy our cattle trade already established a plutocracy a gov
and you may safely state that any such ernment of and for the rich and they
A Sensible View of the Business
announcement, so far as it effects New
fully intended maintaining it by fraud
Situation.
Mexico, is untrue. We have no reason
people unto fear competition from Mexico or from and by force. They had the
to re
were
heel
No Reason for Feeling Illue in Kcgard to
they
iron
and
der
their
in
line.
this
any other foreign country
the Future.
Their dearest inherited
New Mexico's principal rival is Arizona main there.
of this law
and her principal source of depression in rights were under the action
those of
out
and
to
crushed
forever
be
The republican papers of New Mexico the cattle markets has been the drought;
protected,
but
be
to
were
autocrat
the
improve
the
and
during the past two or three weeks, says but with recent rains
true peo
the New Mexican, have been publishing ment of our grazing facilities I see no the democratic party,the only
came into
column after column of yarns, attempt- reason to be blue about the future. At ple's party in this country,
check
them in
to
in
time
just
power
old cattle are
ing to show that New Mexico is in a present. 3 and
serve and restore
and
career
their
mad
from
to
quality,
according
their
most pitiable condition in all commer- bringing
of a free ballot.
cial lines and that this state of things is $18 to $20 and from $14 to $15; and to the people their right
will
benefit the
bill
tariff
new
Then
the
If
the direct result of the democratic ad- vearlincrs are briniiinij $9 to $10.
of this country far more than any
people
ministration of affairs. Article after ar- there is any difference between this and
can possibly im
ticle has been printed by these calamity last vear's prices it is in favor of the one at the first glance
enable our manwill
only
not
It
agine.
shriekers, which if true would make this present year.
successfully
with
to
compete
ufacturers
territory a barren wilderness devoid of "The market is, I believe, a little stiffer
of Eucenters
manufacturing
great
the
A
can
e
resources and good for nothing except as now than it was a year ago.
of the
a point from which the poverty stricken raise beef in New Mexico as cheaply as rope and open up the markets
goods,
manufactured
for
their
world
citizens can strike out for a more habita- it can be raised in Mexico and as we are
here will
ble portion of the world. This party nearer the great markets of the country but the people the consumers
apparwearing
to
their
buy
be
enabled
to
position
a
zeal, calculated as it is to produce the by many miles we are in
thereless
cost,
considerable
el
at a very
most dire consequences to the interests hold our own with all comers. No," he
of this country
people
to
the
saving
by
of New Mexico, is not appreciated by added in conclusion, "this campaign
of dollars in the
the business men of the territory, and yarn as to the ruin of our cattle indus innumerable millions
they are anclothing
of
the
purchase
more
politics
has
in
in
no uncertain try by the tariff bill
they are speaking out
By this act
to
buy.
compelled
nually
terms about such a base misrepresentait than business sense by a good deal.
to be
never
dead
is
now
McKinleyism
tion of the facts. Among the publica
Mr. Arnold was also asked as to the
manuThe
country.
in
this
resurrected
tions which have recently been made for campaign story to the effect that sheep
no proteccampaign purposes by the republican herders are making at present only about facturer will in future need
The
markets
least.
at
at
home
papers is one in which it is alleged that half what they did a year or two back. tion,
will be his protection. He
world
of
the
the recent tariff bill has ruined the cat He said that their present wages were
to rob the poor peo
tie industry; that great droves of cattle from $12 to $15 per month and that in will no longer need
by charging them two
country
of
this
ple
Mexico
from
being
New
driven into
are
his judgment that amount is about the
prices for a poor article of goods. Better
Mexico, and that as a result domesl
same as they have received in the past.
goods
can now be made at a less price
cattle are hardly worth killing, so great The idea as suggested by some of the re
people will get the full benehtoi
our
and
has been the depreciation in price by publican sheets that any sheep-herdchange.
the
of
from
republic
the
reason competition
ever received $35 a month salary under
just south of us. One of such ridiculous the McKinley law set Mr. Arnold into a Under this new law scores of factories
articles was shown to Mr. Steve Arnold, fit of laughter from which he had not have already started up, thousands of
of the firm of Arnold & Stinson of this recovered when the reporter left his place looms and hundred of thousands of
put into operation,
spindles have k-ecity yesterday and his views were re of business.
some of which have been idle for five
quested upon the subject. Mr. Arnold's
and six years, and in the meantime
DEMOCRATIC REFORMS.
firm is one of the leaders in the cattle
great many thousands of men,
a
and sheep dealing business in New Mex
ico, and at present Mr. Arnold has 7,000 A llrlef Keview of What the Democratic women and children have been put to
work at remunerative wages. Further,
Tarty Ha Accomplished.
sheen at Lamv awaiting shipment to
democratic party has, since its accesNebraska feeders as soon as transporta'
We are asked on every hand what the the
into power, curtailed the power
sion
tion can be provided.
democrats have done since they came
of the federal courts,
authority
and
Mr. Arnold, who does most of the buy into power eighteen months ago to bene
ruli were menrepublican
under
which
country
ing for his house, transacts business in fit and restore prosperity to the
They
of the people.
liberties
the
acing
every part of the territory and through In brief wo will say in answer that they
of the absentee
pay
the
docked
have
out the cattle raising portion of the have' repealed the republican election
congressman; they have cut off an
southwest, and is well acquainted with laws which were so obnoxious to every
army of supernumerary officials; they
the conditions surrounding the market decent American who loves the liberty
have established clean methods in pubHe Is, in addition, and has been for bequeathed to him by the great founders
lic life; they have forfeited forty-eigyears a republican, and his views upon of our government instead of having the
millions of acres of railroad land to the
the subject may be considered both au- polling places surrounded by U. S. margovernment heretofore granted to them
shals and federal troops for the purpose
thoritative and impartial.
by the republicans; it has saved sixty
"This talk," he said, "about the in- of controling elections and intimidating million dollars annually in the expenses
jury to New Mexico cattle industry as a voters. It is now our privilege to go 10 of government.
result of the new tariff law is all humbug. the polls unmolested and cast our votes
They passed the income tax against
from any
I think I am pretty well acquainted freely and without molestation
millionaires of the country. This
reof
the
the
intention
the
was
source.
It
with the cattle business, and if there is
law to alone ought to he enough to establish
of
any trouble as a result of the shipment publican party by means this
party our noble old democratic party in power
of cattle into the states from Old Mexico, hold oif to power to continue their
J. A. Lucas.
even for all time to come.
government
I have never heard of it. I have not in control of the
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to the surprise of the democrats and to political canards were in order, and as
no more available matter than the Erthe utter dismay of the republicans.
nest incident was at hand, a "triumdkglf.
She
In its last issue it clearly demonstrates phant democracy" started
in
to
why the republican candidate for sheriff make the most of it. To that end the
Published every Wednesday Morning liy should not be elected. It says that Dep- services of one D. M. Potter were enthe trap
LOOMIS & OAKES.
uty Sheriff Baca arrested a couple of gaged, the field was canvassed,
laid and trooper Fox walked unwittingly
Entered at the postónico lit Silver Olty, soldiers at Ernest's about a year ago, into it. Early in last September Potter
X. M.. for transmission through the malls at put them in irons and then released
went to Central to find his game, which
second class rates.
them. Perpaps the editor of the Enter- in this case was anyone who could bo
OHIce on Yanklo Street lietween Texas and
deceived into a false
prise didn't stop to think about what bribed or cajoled or of
Arizona (Streets.
the Ernest affair
garbled s.atement
or
Advertising Rates on Application.
sort of a position he was getting Mr. Baca to the injury of Baca. Potter was well
Subscription Kates. 1'oHtnge Prepaid:
in when he wrote those facts. Perhaps supplied with money by those who were
82.00
One year
it did not occur to him that if the sol- behind him and he hung about George
-1.00
Six months
saloon at Central, met Fox,
.50 diers deserved to be arrested anil placed Parker's
Three months
he had been present at
learned
that
in irons the deputy sheriff had no right
8 L V E R t! I T Y, nT íf, OCTOB ERW. 1804.
Ernest's Baloon the year before, and it
to release them, or that if they did not was then only a question of patience and
Democratic Ticket.
deserve to be arrested the deputy sheriff superior carrying capacity to get Fox
drunk and obtain his signature to a
had no right to arrest them.
statement containing any version of the
For Delegate to Congress,
The Enterprise has proved as conclu- Ernest affair that political hatred might
sively as anything can be proved that demand.
ANTHONY JOSEPH.
Mr. Baca is not a fit man to be sheriff of
A few lines further on in this wonderthis county. There is not even the ful article which the Enterprise printed
For the Council,
shadow of a doubt but that Mr. Baca ar- is the following:
. GEORGE W. MILES.
rested the men and put them in irons, as
The affidavit did not come to light at
GEORGE CURRY.
stated in the Enterprise, and it is just as the republican convention a few days
true that he released them without the after its birth, and would perhaps have
For Representatives,
not come to the knowledge of Mr. Baca's
formality of taking them before a justice friends until after election day if Potter
JOSEPH BOONE.
of the peace, the only officer who could had not attempted to get additional affR. L. YOUNG.
legally release them. Mr. Baca either idavits.
did not do his duty when he arrested
So the "unterrified democracy" emFor Sheriff,
the men or he did not do his duty when ployed Potter to obtain affidavits to be
BAYLOR SHANNON.
he released them. In either case he was used after election ! What, in the name
not faithfully discharging his duty and of the shade of the Great Tycoon, would
For Collector,
is not a fit man for sheriff.
JOHN F. KIOUS.
the "unterrined democracy" lie doing
The Enterprise account of the arrest with such an affidavit after the election?
For Probate Clerk,
and release is as follows :
A little farther along in this masterful
EDGAR M. YOUNG.
Early in Septemler the troops at Fort production is the following :
Bayard started upon their annual fall
For Assessor,
Fx says he was around nearly all day
field camp, made that year near Moul-ton- 's
PA VID II. TULLOCK.
with Potter at Central on the day the
march
ranch on the. Sanello.
The
.
was made through. Georgetown ana the affidavit was made, that Potter set up
For Probate Judge,
night's
bivouac
first
at Ernest's place the drinks frequently, appeared to have
ROBERT NEWSIIAM.
near Hanover, where the wayfarer may plenty of money, and was offering ten
get good water for nothing and poor dollars a head and expenses paid to
For Treasurer,
whisky at the market price. Th.ose who those soldiers who would go lietore the
AV.
M. CARVIL.
G.
were so inclined soon gathered at Ern- grand jury in November and swear so as
est's house, the fun waxed fast and fu- to convict Baca of receiving a bribe.
For Superintendent of Schools,
rious, and, when Deputy Sheriff CipriNo proof could lie more convincing
II. T. LINK.
ano Baca came riding along just after
the democrats had nothing to do
that
dark, riot ruled the scene. Deputy Baca
For Surveyor,
with getting the affidavit. The Enterby
was
upon
crowded
called
Ernest,
GEORGE R. BROWN.
into the little barroom, arrested two prise makes it perfectly clear that
men who seemed to lie making the the affidavit was to be used before
For Coroner,
most disturbance, put the nippers on the grand jury by
ISAAC GIVENS.
Mr.
Potter
them, and deputized two Mexicans present to guard thein while he paid his at- and that is just what it was obFor Commissioners,
tentions to quieting the remaining and tained for and just what it will be used
1st District F. J. DAVIDSON.
less combative revelers.
Better coun- for, but the republicans were in such
2nd DiHtrict S. S. BRANNIN.
sels soon prevailed and in a couple of
:trd District A, J. CLARK.
hours the two prisoners were cool mortal terror that it would be used in the
enough to release. Sergeant Logan campaign that they attempted to get it
raised bv common subscription and paid away from Potter by intimidation. The
61!
Silver
to the Mexican guards, who were to stay Enterprise, of course, does not say that
3.10
Lead
as peace officers for the remainder of the
night, five dollars each, the men went he was intimidated but passes over that
to their tents, Deputy Baca rode on to noint very lightly as follows :
.1 REPUBLICAN MESS.
Central, and from her rocky citadel
On last Monday Potter went to CenThe republican leaders of this county above the Kneeling Nun could once more
tral for the purpose of getting additional
can generally be depended upon to make bless the peaceful scene.
affidavits. Ho did not succeed, but he
a mess of their campaign if they have
After proving that Mr. Baca is an talked too much and two messengers
rope enough. This year they have suc- unfit man for the office of sheriff, the from the soldiers were sent to Silver
ceeded to a degree far in excess of what Enterprise attempts to fasten the cruel City to expose Potter's pcheme. The
messengers reached town before Potter
even the most unregenerate democrat wrong done to the republican candidate did and when the latter drove
into
had dared to hope. The most enthusi- upon the democratic party and thia is White's corral he was met by J. R.
astic of the unterrified did not expect where the editor puts his foot into it Johnson, J. W. Wclty and Baca who
questioned Potter regarding the affidavit.
the Enterprise to a.ssist Baylor Shannon again. He says:'
He was "questioned" in such a manin the race for sheriff, but it has comMr. Baca had becomo a candidate for
menced to pull for him in earnest, much sheriff, the convention was coming on, ner that people in and about the corral
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thought that something serious was
going to liappW The Enterprise neglected to state that Sheriff Laird was
one of the men who "questioned" Potter
in the corral. In addition to the corral
incident there were several men watching Potter's house, whether with the intention of waylaying him and taking the
affidavit from him by force is not known.
It is quite evident that the republican
leaders were in a very anxious frame of
mind in regard to the affidavit and were
bent on getting it hut they failed and
now the Enterprise has proved that Baca
is not a fit man for sheriff to cap the
climax. The proof is so conclusive and
so direct that it cannot be ifoubtod even
for a moment.
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Anastacio Barela, the man whom
the populists nominated for the legislature from this county and Dona Ana,
has refused to run on the populist ticket.
He is running on the republican ticket and A. C. Rogers, the populist nomi
nee for the council from the 9th district
also refuses to run and has advised the
populists to vote forlie republican candidate. The true inwardness of the
populist move is beginning to come out.

9

and the voters of the county are going to
help him get one of the plums when the
dish is passed around.

Last week The Eagle said that the
voters of this county would hear something drop. The Enterprise has drop
ped it and Baca is floundering around in
an awful stench.
Democrats

should

remember

that

every vote cast for Dell is so much asTub republicans have tried every plan sistance to D. P Carr. If you want to
they could think of to defeat E. M. see Carr elected, vote for Dell.
Young for probate clerk, but he has too
The Enterprise allidavit article has
many triends in the county to lie devotes for Shannon all over the
made
feated. He has been faithful in the performance of the duties of the office and county. Evidently the Enterprisedidn't
the people of the county are well aware know it was loaded.
Tim populist paper proves what The of the fact that he can be safely entrustWonder how much the republican
Eaui.e haj been saying all along and that ed with the office again.
campaign committee paid the Enteris that the populist movement was originated simply to down the democratic
Tun People's Advocate is a new paer prise for proving that Mr. Baca is not a
candidates in this election. Let no dem- published at Deming by somebody who fit man for sheriff?
ocrat lie deceived. Not a man on the is ashamed to put his name at the head
Koiikrt Nkwsham is going to have no
populist ticket can be elected and a vote of its columns. Come, Sig., work the
for a populist candidate is a vote thrown editor's courage up so that he will put trouble in winning the race for probate
away. Carefully prepared figures from his name at the head of the colums next judge. He will be elected and will make
every precinct in the county from data time so that we may see what newspaper a good officer.
taken from the registration lists show celebrity is on the tripod.
Both populists and republicans are
that the average vote for the populist
against George Curry in this
working
candidates in this county will be less
Laird is going to get badly left in this
George will lie elected by a
but
county,
Tt.
lw
wnnlil
than 125. Deming is the strongest pop rmmtniirn.
ti niiit.tor of twit.
n,niorit'
ulist precinct in the county ,Georgetown the least surprise if he should lie defeat- ranks second and Central third. Out ed by more than. 200 majority. Scores
A democratic majority in this
side of these three precincts the populist of people who voted for him two years
this year will do more toward
vote will amount to nothing. In many ago are going to vote against him this
statehood for New Mexico than anyprecincts "nut a single populist vote will time. His defeat is certain.
thing else.
be cast. The fight is lietwoon the old

lar'

A majority of the voters of this counparties and democrats should govern
ty do not want to see B. II. Tlieilmann
themselves accordingly.
elected to the ollice of superintendent of
Peoe. Thomas Brown, one of the most schools, but if the opposition to Theil- modest ami unassuming gentlemen in maiin be divided it is possible that he
New Mexico and, at the same time, a may be elected. Look to your interests
man of miperior education and extensive and vole for Link.
exM'rience as a teacher, has something
Ti'I.i.ock is not the least concerned as
to say in this issue concerning the candidates for school superintendent of this to the result of the election as far us he
county. The opinion of Prof. Brown is is concerned. Not half a dozen preentitled to great weight for we can say cincts in the county will go against him.
unhesitatingly that no man in Grant He is running against a man who was
county is better qualified to speak on once badly boa'.en and who will be beatthis question than Prof. Drown. His en worse this time.
communication should be read by every
Catron carried Grant county two
voierinthe county who has the least
years ago but he will not carry it this
interest in the public schools.
year. Joseph will get a good majority
Li x da i' hk appears to lie deeply inter- next month. Catron is known here
esad in the election of John J. Bell. better now than he was two years ago
Lii.dauer's plan is to trade off the bal- and his popularity has not increased on
ance of the populist ticket to get votes acquaintance.
d
tor Bell. In this manner he may
in electing Carr, for it is patent to
The democratic candidates in Grant
ever. I lod v that every vote tor JSell is a county are running on a platform which
vo.e drawn from the democratic candi pledges them to economy in county exdate, Judge Boone. The republicans penses. Vote the democratic ticket if
are iroiiig to vole solid for Carr. Let vou want to see the financial condition
every democrat vote for Boone. Bell of the county improved.
' ;iu ot possibly be elected and a demo- W. M. Carvii, has obtained what he
ora ic vote for Bell is simply weakening
of
this world's uoods by honest toil
has
of
Carr.
Boone's strength for the benefit

Davidson, Brannin and Clark are all
so'id, reliable men. Vote for them for
count v commissioners.
The Enterprise lias sprung the eel
trap on poor Baca's neck. Slippery is
caught at last.
I'. It. Smith ArrvMtril.
Oct. 20 The po
lice todav arrested Paseha! H. Smith, of
Deming, X. M., president of the Deming
Laud and Water Co., on a telegram from
Chicago, for obtaining $."0,000 from Na
thaniel C. Foster, of Fairohild, Wis.,
under false pretense. Dr. U. C. Flower,
of Boston, was arrested on a similar
charge last night. Both say they will

Turre Hacti:, Ind.,

return to Chicago without a fight. Detectives from Chicago are here to take
them back.
Si'Kixomi.n, 111., Oct, 22,-today issued a requisition on the
governor of Indiana for the extradition
of Paschal tt. Smith and Dr. E. C. Flower, wanted in Chicago on a charge of
defrauding Nathaniel Foster out of $(17,
000 in a land scheme in New Mexico.
Gov.

suc-cve-

Alt-ge-

ld

--

i

Deer hunters have brought in quito a
number of deer to this market this fall
but they have not been brought in in so
laive numliers as they were last year.
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THOU ART

A

LIGHT.

0 Love thou art to mo u light
That xilinos upon my way,
And iutdcs mo through tho lonosomo nisht
Unto a sweeter day.
An nnsnl puro, 0 Love, thou art;
For when i neo thy face
1 foci an l'.illuonvo on my heart
Of sweet and heavenly graco.
No stained thought tho soul can soil,
When thou, my Lovo, art near
No low desiro. no word of guile,
Nor pausiou Insincero.

While earthly days endure.
J. Donohoo, In SpringUcld (Mass.)

A TIMELY SHOT.
A Boy's Advonture in the Wilds
cf Africa.
The anxiety and distress of Ralph
Campbell, a youthful master's mato
from the survey gun ship Petrel, were
beyond description when, on awakening one morning in his quarters an
Airican hut on a b.ink of the Senegal
river, up which he had been sent a
l ing distance on government business
lie discovered that his little brother,
Frank, was missing.
Frank was a bright, clever boy of
twelve, who had accompanied his
brother from the ship, which was
anchored outside the bar. lie was tho
captain's nephew, and was a general
pet and favorito aboard tho vessel,
where he had been receiving instruc-t'.on- s
to fitliim for naval duties.
Ralph, who now had all his cutter's
crew looking for the lost lad, worried
much. over the perils to which the little fellow might bo exposed from
venomous serpents and wild beasts.
At length, while searching in tho
thick shrubbery on the river's bauk,
t:io youth reached a cove where, on
the night before, he had left a small
canoe which he had bought of one of

the

r.r.tives.
He had intended to use

it for
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ho had fallen on tho rock, 1Ú3
which could be easily sculled by an and
head
striking it with force enough to
oar. There was a email, loaded swivel
him un conscious. There ho
render
it3
bow,
the
fixed
but
in
une.
ready for
so perilously near the edge
lay,
now
weight would not interfere with the
that the slightest
of the rock-shepeed of tho craft.
movement on his part would cause him
y
vigor-mslThe young officer was soon
to roll off and fall into tho jaws of
sculling tho vessel on its way, tho monster below. As he was probathought
he
as
'oing with the tide,
bly but temporarily stunned, he was
hat Frank would have been apt to lake liable to move at any moment. It was,
hid course. Past lof ty elevations covtherefore, of the utmost importance, in
ered with shrubbery arid flowers glided order to insure Ins safety, that ho
ho cutter, often shadowed by tlic
should bo speedily conveyed from his
branches of huge baobab dangerous position. '
.roes that formed broad green arches
Ralph feared that a discharge of tho
.bovc it.
swivel or of any firearm at the crocoIt had rounded a peninsula full of dile, would only bo attended with fabloom and foliage, when the watchful tal results to Frank. The sandbanks
youth saw ahead of him an over- might hinder tho shot from striking
turned, broken canoe, lie soon reached the fierce reptile, while the shock
'.i, and, by the pe.culiar carving on
would bo pretty sure to dislodge the
the bow, he recognized it as tho miss- senseless lad from the shelf, and thus
ing canoe.
bring hiin down into the power of his
It had been partly crushed moat voracious cnomy.
likely, ho thought, by the teeth of a
Tho youth lo:;t no time in heading
crocodile.
'lis boat toward the rock. Put tho
In dismay, he pulled Frank's little '.liter was como fathoms from it,
cap f ;om a jagged projection of the when the keel caught in a submerged
broken wood on which it was caught.
an lbank. Drawing his sword, Ralph
The dreadful truth forced itself on his prang out, and quickly waded toward
mind.
rock.
blight ledges nnd pro-- l
The lad had been pursued by tho
uding spurs cn its front would enmonster that had destroyed the canoe. able him, he thought, to climb up to
Had he already met hi.i fate? lha h'.s brother; in fact, there was no
young officer tried to shake off his de- other way of reaching him The young
spondencyto hopo, in spite of appear- officer held his sword ready for use, in
ances, that his brother might, in some case tho crocodile, close to which ho
way, have escaped and still be alive.
would be obliged to Dass. should veu- lie looked toward the peninsula ' ture to attack him.
r.'.m which tho canoe seemed to have
Ralph, however, kept his eyes fasdrifted. This peninsula, consisting of tened upon the crocodile.
two high, projecting banks crxipiscd
The moiviter turned its head when
of soft rock and earth, opposite each he was near it a:il snapped at him.
other, abjut fifteen feet apart, was
He avoided it by stepping sideways;
roofed by tho branches of slender then ho commenced to strike and
tree3 that flourished in wild luxuriance thrust vigorously at its jaws with his
on both banks.
sword, it retreated a few yards but
Tho trunks of these trees slanted so broke his blada in two with its teeth
that their bougln intermingled and as it twisted its body around. Thinkwere so thickly interwoven with vines ing it would leave him, Ralph sprang
that they formed a dense canopy of to the rock. Just then little Frank,
leaves and blossoms over the open recovering his senses, gave a slight
f.pace beneath, which thus resembled a cry and fell from tho lodgo above.
sort of long water cavern.
The young officer saw him in time to
Ralph directed tho cutter to this catch him in his arms. As ho turned
cavern, and, looking through the green to convey him to the cutter, ho perarchway into the rartial obscurity be- ceived that the crocodile, now beyond, he beheld a sight well calculated tween him and tho boat, with open
jaws, was prepared to renew the atto arouse apprehension.
In the back part of the cavern, lying tack.
He set his confused brother upon his
in a shallow, among sandbanks that
partially concealed it, was a lar;re feet in the shallow water, and drawd
navy pistol
crocodile, with its heal raised and ing the
which
he
carried
in his belt, he fired
it.i
and
horrible
back
thrown
j aws wide
open, whilo its eyes were strained, as at the creature's big, yawning mouth.
if turned up toward nomo elevated Hut, owing to the animal's sheering a
Kttlo to seize the boy, now on one side
point
Gazing in the same direction, Ralph of his protector, it received the shot on
was startled to see, about ten feet the edge of its j iw.
Twisting itself away from the twain,
above those hideous jaws, the form of
his little brother, lying, with pale face it commenced, its if in blended rage
and closed eyes, on the narrow shelf and pam, to thrash the shallows with
of a rock. The rock was under tho its hard, bony tail.
A3 Ralph was conveying his brother
branches of slender trees, which rose
on each side of it from low banks on past tho reptile, toward, the boat, h!:i
tho right and left, about two yards left ankle caught between two small
rocks, and was temporarifrom the elevation. One of the over- under-wathanging branches, broken off, ex- ly sprained.
"Xuvcr mind,'' sail Frank, as the
plained the boy's situation.
Ho had evidently climbed the tree to hurt youth dragged himself along
escape the crocodile, had crept out on with difficulty, "I am now able to
the slender branch, it lui.l given way, walk. You need hot carry me. I will
help you."
lf

;

O stay with ir.o ar.d he my lovo,
My llKht, my angol puro!
And I to taco will fuithiul prove

D.
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navi-

gating some of the shallow creeks
further up the river, as the cutter ho

had charge of was too deep and wido
for that purpose. Startled to perceive
that the canoe was missing, a suspicion of the truth broke all at once
upon his mind.
He remembered having remarked to
a sailor, in Frank's hearing, that tho
little craft must be brought up and
made fast to the latter the first thing
in the morning. Tho boy. eager to
please his brother, had probably risen
and gone, before any of the rest of tho
party were awake, to fetch the canoe,
but if so, what had become of him?
Ralph, shuddering, thought of the hideous crocodiles that infested this river,
whilo ho vainly scanned it for some
sign of the lad.
Then, having resolved not to wait
for the return of his men, but to take
tho cutter and go off alono in search
of his lost brother, ho hurried back to
tho bank in front of tho hut, alongside of which tho boat lay.
This boot was a light, swift one,

single-barrelle-

er
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EVEN WITH THE COMPANY.

He disengaged himself from Ralph's
arms, seized his hand and tried to assist him. The crocodile had turned by
this time toward the two, for another
attack. But they were now within a
yard of the cutter, and though suffering' excruciating pain, the young officer caught up his brother's light form
and tossed him into the boat. The
crocodile was close to Ralph, but he
contrived to escape it with a forward
movement and to roll himself across the
gunwale of the cutter, lie went over
on his back, with his head on the
edge of the bow. While he was trying to turn and right himself, which
hia sprain would hinder his doing
quickly, the hideous open jaws of the
monster appeared over the bow. They
were very near the head of the prostrate youth. lie would not be able to
move it in time to elude those horrible fangs, liut at this critical moment his young brother, who had noticed that the crocodile's jaws were on
a line with the swivel, sprang forward
with ready decision and discharged
the piece.
Never was a shot more effective. It
plowed its way nearly through the full
length of the huge reptile's body, killing the animal almost instantly. Ralph
praised his brother for the quic!t judgment and swift action which had thus
been the means of saving him from a

terrible fate.
In fact, the presence of mind and
promptitude shown by the little fellow
on this occasion won the admiration
and applause of all the seamen aboard
the ship, when, in time, it was made
known to them.
Not long after the gun had been
fired, the rising of the tide floated the
cutter clear of the sandbank, enabling Ralph, with Frame's assistance, to get back to the landing-plac- e
fronting the hut, where some of tho
sailors who had returned from t'.icir
vain search for the lad joyfully hailed
his appearance. Frank's explanations
about the canoe, as well as of his situation on tho rock, verified his brother's previous conjectures on the subject. The boy had gone to the canoe
to convey it to the cutter, had been
pursued by the crocodile, and by vigorous paddling had reached the water
cavern. So closo to hira then was the
reptile that, as ho sprang out of tho
cauoo to climb tho tree, tile jaw.i of
the monster closed over the frail vessel, partly crushing it. Bottom up,
and with Frank's cap, which had
fallen from his head, caught on tho
broken wood, tho little craft had
drifted oil with the current, to be
afterward found by Ralph as described. Rufus Hall, in N. Y. Ledger.
Some Names Not Allowable.
A workingman of Dresden

lately

proposed to register his
child
as Robespierre Dun ton The registrar
declined to put down so revolutionary
a name, and the father refused to register the child at all, exeept by number Tho matter was taken before tho
courts, the workman was fined, and
the decision given that in monarchial
states such names arc not allowable
new-bor- n
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"Bluff" from a Now Englander Tliat Rubbed Out an Cld Svoro.

j

:

The game of "bluff" in honest hands
is seldom a winning one, yet an honest
young man evened up a loss one day
last week through the first bit of
"bluff" he had ever tried in his life.
He hailed from New England and
ignorant of New York railroads was
making a trip to Mamaroneck on the
New York, New England and Hartford
line. Promised by the conductor that
he should be warned when ncaring the
station, die realized nothing until he
had reached Stamford, when the forgetful oflicial turned up to inform him
regretfully that ho was a dozen miles
beyond his destination.
"And shall I have to pay my fare
back?" ho inquired.
"Don't exactly see how you could
get back any other way," was the reply.
With a sense of unjust treatment,
the young man purchased a ticket and
rode back in the next train.
lie made the same trip again two
days later. This time he knew just
where his station was but falling into
a sound sleep he let himself be carried
past it until by a strange coincidence
he found himself again at Stamford.
With an air of injured independence
he boarded the next train back.
"See here, conductor," addressing
that functionary. "I've been carried
through the stupidity of another of
your blooming conductors twelve miles
out of my way, and if you suppose I'm
going to pay you for taking mo back
again you're pretty far out. Yoü may
call for any faro you please. I will not
pay it. There's a lot more than that
due me for my inconvenience."
"All right, sir," answered the conductor meekly, completely overawed
by the apparent depth of resentment
confronting him.
"I'm even with that company, mur- mured the provincial youth blandly
when he stepped off the train.
HAD TO HAVE

H!S PIPE.

The Rich Chicago Contractor and Ills
llumblo Cusnt.

In one of the fashionable quarters of
to tho Times, lives
an Irishman who lias made a fortune aw
a contractor. He has never f jrgotten
the friends of his youth, especially one
Casey, a boss mason, who still lives in
the Goose Island district. Casey decs
not feel exactly at home in the bi,?
house, but out of regard for his old
friend often spends an evening there
with him. On a recent occasion of this
sort, a heavy rain set in just as it came
timo for the visitor to take lib leave.
"Look here, Mike," said the contractor,
as they reached tho door, "there's no
need of your goin' home in this flood.
I have a sparo room upstairs. Stay
over night wid me." "All right, Tim,"
replied Casey; "Oi will. The ould woman won't worry." The contractor
a servant and had Casey thnvn
to the "spare room." Then he :v turned
to his den to look over the. plan's of a
r.ev block ho had on hand. Tho work
Chicago, according

c.um-mone- d

11

kept him absorbed till nearly midnight,
when he was startled by a sharp ring
at the door-bel- l.
Every one else had
retired, and he answered the bell in
person. When he opened the frontdoor, there stood Casey, dripping wet,
with a smile on his face. "How's this,
Mike?" exclaimed the contractor; "I
thought ye was to stay all night here."
"So I am, me boy," replied the smiling
Casey; "that's why I went home for me
pipe."
GAME

OF THE DEVIL.

It

Halls from China and Used to Be
Played In Europo.
What is called the "Game of the
Devil" dates back in China, where it is

billed Kouen-geto a very remote
antiquity, and has been much played
in France at different epochs of modern
times, especially at the beginning of
tho present century.
The "devil" is thrown into the air by
means of a string which the player
keeps taut by the skillful use of two
stick.-,- , and upon which he is to catch
it. "I remember having often seen this
7':mc in the hand3 of one of my
."riouds," says a contributor to a French
periodical. "According to hiin, the
frame was in great favor in Belgium in
his boyhood, about fifteen years ago,
especially at colleges, where the young
men often got up genuine matches between two and even three players.
The form of the devil varies a little
from that of the 'Kouen-gen- .'
It is
made of two tin cones connected by
their apieccs, and provided with apertures for the production of a humming
ound when the devil revolves very
úist. A good strong player can easily
throw it to a height of more than forty
feet."
Something less than a quarter of a century ago this game was much played
at I'aris. The devil was made of two
hollow boxwood balls.
A

CASE OF TRANSFUSION.

Curious Suit

Recently Brought
English Court.

In

an

The legal possibilities of transfusion
were brought out in a recent suit in an
English court. A man, says the New
York Ledger, who was very ill was
treated by transfusion of blood as a
last resort. lie recovered, and after a
time his gardncr. from whose veins the
vital fluid was taken, fell ill. Some
one suggested that his contribution to
his employer might have caused his
illness, whereupon he brought suit,
.laiming sixty thousand francs' damages. After a good deal of legal investigation experts were appointed to
examine and report on the case. This
took so long that the man died before
the report was finished. The .widow,
however, continued tho suit, even
examination
though the
demonstrated that death was caused
by cancer of the stomach. The courts
decided in favor of the defendant, on
the ground that even though tho man's
vitality might have been impaired by
the loss of blood, his voluntary offer
for the benefit of another individual released tho recipient from all financial
liability that might bo claimed on
post-morte-

thqrnn"!,ction.
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A GREAT INDIAN CHIEF.
Death of the Famous Napoleon of
New Zealand.
II U Life a Career of Savage Warfare and
., ..
BIoodnhed lie Once Held a
Itrltioh Array at
Bay.

Rcwl Maniapoto, whose death was
recently reported, was almost the last
of the great chiefs of the Maoris, lie
.vas born in 1807, and was a warrior
and leader in council among the
from his youth. His earliest years, says the Washington Gazette,
were passed amid savage scenes of
inter-tribstrife, ambuscades, fierce
d
battles, massacres and
cannibal orgies. Ilougi, chief of the
Great Northern tribe of Ngapuhl,
visited London, was petted by Exeter
Hall, patronized by George IV., presented with a suit of armor and a gilt
At
crown, and loaded with gifts.
IVitany I Jay, on his way back, he convened these into guns and powder, and
ort landing at the Hay of Islands proclaimed himself the Napoleon of New
Zealand, entered on a career of slaughter and rapine, and swept the country
south of Auckland with fire and sword.
His victorious march was stayed by
the Waikatos and Ngatimaniapotos,
and the tide of conquest rolled back
northward. It was in these and sub-se- a
wars that ltewi
ucnt inter-tribwon his reputation as a fighting chief.
When Sir George Grey, as governor of
New Zealand, declared war against
the Waikatos in 1803, ltewi became one
of the leading Maori generals. For
two years the struggle raged with va
rying success against ten thonsand
1 ritish troops, supported
by a power
ful squadron, but step by step, and
contesting every inch of ground, the
Maoris were pressed back to Orakan,
where ltewi made a last heroic stand
with three or four hundred followers,
the remnant of his tribe.
He was besieged by fifteen hundred
1
ritish troops for three days, during
which the garrison were without water, and subsisted on raw potatoes and
maize. At length, after repeated as
saults had been repulsed, the flying
sap broke into the trenches, and a
storm of canister and musketry swept
the works. Gen. Cameron, with a sol
dier's chivalrous admiration of the
spirit and bravery of the enemy, of
fered terms of capitulation. Then a
slight, wiry figure, with a closely tat
toocd face and fiery gleaming eyes,
leapt on the breastworks, and flung
back this stern defiance: "Ka whawhai matau, toma, akc, ake, ake!" "We
will tlsrht on for ever and ever and
ever!"
The stronghold was carried with a
rush, but ltewi and a few others es
caped. Realizing the hopelessness of
the strumrlc. he successfully exerted
his influence to bring about a peace,
and sinco that time he ha3 been a con
sistent and loyal ally of the Europeans,
and a promoter of every movement
Ngati-maniapot-

hand-to-han-

al
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tor the welfare of his countrymen. To
the last his affection for Sir George
Grey was simple and touching. A few
months ago, when he felt that his end
was nigh, he expressed a desire that
they should rast side by side in one
grave, and only a few months before
his death a handsome monument, made
in Auckland to the order of Sir George
Grey, was erected with much ceremony near the old chief'a home at Kihi-kih- i.
It bears the following inscription:
"In memory of ltewi Maniapoto, the
last great chief of Ngatlinaniapoto,
Ngatirankawa and Waikato."
ALL EUROPE READY FOR WAR.
Propared for a Decla
ration of Hostilities.
After the dreadful Franco-Germa- n
1
war of
the principle of prolonged military service and of dimin
ished annual contingents was given up,
says Mcl'lures Magazine, ihe monstrous principle of universal service
was adopted instead. Uy this principle the whole nation is under arms.
A country is no longer a country, a
people is no longer a people; a nation is
now nothing but an army, and a country is only a barrack. Everybody wears
the uniform. Everybody is sur le qui
all pro
vive. If war breaks out y
fessions become deserted, all functions
abandoned; the life of the nation stops
so that national activity may be said to
begin again only with the blood that is
shed. Moreover, before two hostile
armies, that is, two nations which are
enemies, join in combat, each of the
two armies, that is, each of the two infinite hordes which traverse their sev
eral countries to meet eventually on
the field of battle, will leave behind it
a country in famine, its factories silent
and its trade paralyzed. Again, enormous stocks of food supplies must be
accumulated on the frontiers where the
two armies are likely to meet; but before reaching these inexhaustible magazines the armies mur.t be fed while
crossing their own territories, and that
requires money. So, that, before even
the first gun is fired, each army will
have expended enormous i.ums and left
in its train towns and villages stripped
of men and beasts, the cities in famine,
the country without a single tiller of
the field.

The Great Nation

1870-187-

to-da-

Reven.
Carnot and tho
The French papers have been noting
the curious way in which the career
of President Carnot was connected
"7." lie was
the figure
with
born in 1837, was admitted to
the Ecole polyteehniquc in 1857, was
elected by virtue of article 7 of the
constitution to the oOce of president of
tho republic in 1887, was assassinated
at the age of 57 years, in the seventh
year of his presidency, in a carriage
containing seven persons (four inside
and three outside, a coachman and two
footmen), on the seventh day of the
week, by an Italian (a word of seven
letters) named Cccario (also formed of
seven letters). Finnlly, he was borne
in triumph to the Pantheon on the first
day of the seventh month of the year,
days after his death.

FAD

FOR

ENGLISH

MAIDS.

-

The Fllrtatloui and Pilfering Pauline BeSusan.
ing; Displaced by
Slow-Goln- fc

The stern fiat has been pronounced
against the French maid. Paulines,
Suzettes and Sophies by the score are,
with their deft fingers, dainty ways,
caressing voices and most pure of
Parisian accents, vainly searching for
comfortable situations known of yore,
says Demorest's Magazine, and wrath-iull- y
discover they have been replaced
English women. No
by middle-age- d
one can exactly put her finger on tho
cause of the revolution, but everyone
hears rather black accounts of the
The New York
Parisian paragons.
but
mistress is mild and
Pauline evidently went a step too far
in her quarrels below stairs, her flirtations with the butler and the pilfering
of petty trifles, and now her day is
over. Her once devoted mistress vows
she is glad and has at last found a true
treasure in llollis, her English maid.
Hollis is quite all one ever read about
in English novels. She is a staid and
stately person, no longer in her first
youth, and though she cannot embroider madam's filmy mouchoirs and
undcrlinen, tie the sweetest bow-knin a trice, chatter the gayest gossip in
the most faultless accent and pay
madam the neatest little compliments,
she is a remarkably capable person.
She has brought a recommendation
from some titled English lady, who affirms that Hollis is a faultless traveler
and does hair very well, also plain sewing. The American mistress finds all
that true, llollis is not ill a day at
sea, she, is something of a masseuse,
and she is worth an army of men on
journeys. She is a stern but perfect
chaperon, she knows all about getting
tickets, checking luggage, booking at
hotels, tipping other servants and getting her rights. There is a class of
English maids in New York who only
attend ladies when traveling. Some of
them have been all over the world, up
the Nile, across Russia, and even to the
Chinese wall; and once in the hands of
one of these women one can travel in
joy and peace. They are engaged to
accompany young ladies as chaperons
when trips arc to be made, and rarely
ask for employment in a settled position. Of course they receive high
wages and all their expenses paid.
long-sufferin-

ot

Kclatlvcn of ItohCBpierre.

The only male relatives of Robespierre
living in Franec.according to a Paris paper, are Maximilian de Robcspierrc,who
owns a tile manufactory, and his son,
now eighteen years old. He appeared
in a Paris court the other day sponsor
of one of his employes, who had
run over a boy, and announced that ho
was a grandnephew of the notorious
bearer of his name. He is an intelliyears old, and a
gent man, forty-fiv- e
graduate of a school of mines. When
asked regarding his family papers ho
said that his uncle, Henri do Robespierre, had fled with them to America
at the time of the Restoration and that
nothing hat! been heard of him or them
sinco then.
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to be a public necessity, yet
the cockroach man in Chicago makes a
good living There are hotels, restaurants and apartment buildings always
ready to pay him a good price to come
with his insect powder and patent
blower and fill all the cracks and corners of the building with a poison
which will kill the pestiferous little
animals. In some instances he makes a
yearly contract and agrees to keep the
premises clear.
The professional ratter agrees for a
certain sum to turn loose his ferrets
and kill all the rat3 in a building.
There are several "ratters" who are
employed by the janitors of the big
down-tow- n
buildings.
In wholesale
and grocery houses the
"ratter" is an important man. lie
and his ferrets clean the premises of
rats and mice and save much property
from destruction
The soap artist makes a good living.
He works principally in saloons and
barber-shopmaking ornate designs
on the mirrors with a piece of white
soap. He is a rapid workman and is
good on fancy letters. For a quarter
of a dollar he will convert a large
mirror into a gigantic picture with
pale effects, and usually he will spend
the money with the house. Of late
these journeymen artists have begun
to use water colors for their mirror
decorations. The bright colors give a
more startling effect and can be
easily washed off at any time. At
least two thcatprs employ men to
decorate saloon mirrors with gay advertisements.
There are three men in Chicago who
make a fairly good living by marketing ideas. That is their business.
Suppose a man opens a new restaurant. The "idea" man go s into the
place and says: "Why not put out a sign
that you'll give a dish of ice cream free
man. It would
to every
cause talk."
If the restaurant man adopts the
suggestion the "idea" man will expect
to be paid for it.
He writes poetry for soaps and patent medicines and submits it to the
proprietors. If they like it he names
his price. At the big retail stores he
drops in and confides new and startlie
ling schemes for advertising,
goes to the theatrical manager, and
siiys: "Here, wouldn't this be a good
catch line?"
's
Day by day he pokes into
business, and is well paid for
it, because, after all, there is nothing
more valuable than ideas of the right
kind.
The professional entertainer who
goes to evening parties and cheers up
the guests has never made a decided
success in Chicago. There arc a few
of these entertainers who find some
employment, but the only attempt to
pstablish a bureau where they mght
be employed at any time was a failure.
In ÍS'JU liurr Mcintosh, the actor, established such a bureau and engaged
a lurgo number of competent musicians, singers and readern, who were
to be let out to parties an I receptions
at so much a night. Mr. Mclnto:.h had
made a success as a parlor eutcrta nor
.....i .......
.(..1V. f0 j..

not seem

MAKING A LIVING.
Queer Ways of Doing
Large City.

.1

It in a

Two men, one carrying a tripod and
camera, the other carrying1 a high
stack of photographic plates, bound
around by a shawl strap, halted in
front of a grocery in Itlue Island
avenue.
"You get them out in front and I'll
be ready for them," said the man with
the camera, as he spread his tripod in
the gutter and took aim at the front
door of the grocery.
The other member of the firm went
inside and said to the grocer: "We're
going to take a picture of your store.
You'd better come out in front with
your iamily and the clerk. Of course
you'll want to be in it."
"Why are you going to take a picture? I didn't order one."
"That's all right. You don't have to
pay anything unless you want to. Get
evary'jody out in front."
to his
The grocer yelled
wife, who came down with the two little girls close behind her. When she
heard what was to be done she insisted
on going back to "primp," but the man
at the camera objected.
"Hurry up; get in position," he
shouted.
His partner grouped the iamily in
the front door and Baid: "Every ono
stand still."
There was a click. The man at the
camera said "All right," and slid in a
panel. Then he and his partner gathered up their outfit and moved on.
Four days later the partner of the
man who had worked the camera came
into the grocery and displayed a dozen
handsome photographs.
"We got a good picture," said he to
the grocer. "That's a very good pic"
ture of you."
"It fs a purty good picture," said the
grocer, closing one eye and surveying
the photograph with admiration.
"Those will be nice souvenirs to send
to your friends and relatives."
"I didn't order any pictures."
"Certainly not, and you don't have
to talco them unless you want to, but I
should think you could find use for a
dozen of them."
What lire they worth?"
"I'll let you have them for two dollars and a half."
"I didn't order 'em and I don't care
much for 'em, but I'll give you two
dollars."
"That's pretty cheap, but I'll take
up-stai-

it."

It is thus that some street photographers make their money. They
know that every business man is fluttered when ho sees himself in a photograph standing n a proprietary attitude in front of his establisment.
This is but one of the many unusual
ways of in ale i i) g money in a large city.
There are small and trivial demands
which are multiplied by a large popu-tioso that it often becomes profitable to furnish a supply. A professional cockroach exterminator would

dry-goo-

s,

d

other-people-

duce the Britiik ystom in Chicago.
He was well patrMized by a few ultra- society people, but the others neglected his bureau and entertained
themselves in some manner.
An eccentric gentleman goes from
office to office teaching the latest Parisian style of
He has
not been as successful as anothe1 enterprising person who deals in crests
and
It is related that a
d
wealthy and
business
man with a good, old fashioned name
something like Ferguson was visited
by a dapper gentleman, who carefully
unwrapped a framed water-colo- r
painting of a shield bearing certain heraldic
hair-combin- g.

coats-of-arm-

s.

hard-heade-

symbols.

"Well, what's that?" asked the merchant.
"The Ferguson
which
you have a right to use," was the reply.
"1 have traced the genealogy of your
family and have proofs that you are a
lineal descendant from Lord Rupert
Ferguson, who distinguished himself
as a friend and counselor of the duke
of ltackinghain."
"That may be true enough, but I
don't care a continental about it. My
father was a farmer in Ohio, and my
grandfather used to own a flour mill in
Pennsylvania. I never got any further
back than that and never cared to."
The visitor went away much disappointed.
d
l!ut the
business man
happened to mention to his wife and
daughter that the
had
bean offered him and they importuned him to purchase it no matter
what the cost might be. Therefore
the Ferguson family has a
and a family tree, the two costing Mr. Ferguson no less than fifty
dollars. It is said that the same gentleman who approached him has made
extensive researches for other wealthy
gentlemen with the invariable result
that somewhere in the dim past he has
found a family
A Chicago woman is supporting herself and deriving a good income by instructing housewives how to make angel food. She goes from house to
house, and when employed as an
goes into the kitchen with
her pupil and makes a practical demonstration of her skill. Sometimes a
second or third visit is necessary, as
the housewife is not considered apt
until she bakes a successful cake under
the watchful eye of the instructor.
This woman receives two dollars from
each pupil.
A colored woman living in a remote
region of the west 6ide supports herself managing a
circuit.
Along the street where she resides are
about twenty families, who have given
her the contract to wash dishes for
them. She goes from house to house
;:nd covers the circuit throe times a
day. Her rates are fifteen cents a
week for a family of not more than
three, but the families are generous
and give her something extra so that
her income is cousi lorably more than
ib roo dollars a wiiek
iL'cts cigar
Tlie cou
I) a basket
stamn
lis. Then
llou
coat-of-arm- s,

hard-heade-

coat-of-ari-

coat-of-ar-

coat-of-arm- s.

dish-washin- g

m
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TEA-HOUS-

reseats chairs,
there is the man
the man who polished up metal signs,
the wandering' plumber who repairs
rates, and the
leaks at
non-unio-
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They Take the Fluce of the
of the West.

n

JOHN CARSON,

CHINA.
Club-Roo-

fb

The restaurant or
in China
takes the place of the western club- room, write Messrs. Allen and Sacht- leben in the September Century,
their bicycle tour in Asia. All
the current news and gossip is here
circulated and discussed over their eating and gambling. One of their games
tea-hou-

woman VJio is introducing1 preparations for the complexion. The latter
takes the f'lady of the house" into the
kitchen, induces her to jsteam her face
over a pan of hot water and then applies various creams, powders and perfumes. When the lady of the house
has been done up in white enamel and
is afraid to smile for fear she will break
her face, the agent departs leaving the
house strewn with advertising matter.
But of all the queer ways of making
a living two boys on Fifth avenue
had the queerest It was so queer that
it smacked of swindling.
A
little man at the
dolph street corner stopped for a moment to allow a car to pass. While he
was standing there a boy edged up behind him and hooked to his coat tail a
card on which was printed in black
well-dresse- d

letters:
BOLD.

of chance, which we have frequently
noticed, seems to consist in throwing
their fingers at one another, and shouting at the top of their voices. It is
really a matching of numbers, for
which the Chinamen make signs on
their fingers, up to the numeral ten.
The Chinese of all nations seem to
live in order to eat, and from this race
of epicures has developed a nation of
excellent cooks. Our fare in China,
outside the Gobi district, was far better than in Turkey or Persia, and, for
this reason, we are better able to endure the increased hardships. A plate
of sliced meat stewed with vegetables,
and served with a piquant sauce, sliced
radishes and onions with vinegar, two
loaves of Chinese mo-mor steamed
bread, and a pot of tea, would usually
costs us about three anda quarter cents
apiece. Everything in China is sliced
so that it can be eaten with the chopsticks. These we at length learned to
manipulate with sufficient dexterity to
pick up a clove's egg the highest atart. The
tainment in the chop-stic- k
Chinese have rather a sour than a
sweet tooth. Sugar is rarely used ir.
anything, and never in tea. The
steeped
which the higher
classes use, are really more tasty without it.

"Tanks, mister."

Saloon

Corner Broadway and Texas Sts.

WINES,

Finest Brands of
LIQUORS & CIGARS

Club Room in Connection.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE INSURANCE AND

Oltlcc at
.
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
l'ost-olllc- e.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.
Hates Reasonable.
Broadway, opposite Broadway Hotel.
.
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Two minutes latter the good little-bohung in on a fat man and his partPERIE.R AT SCHOOL.
ner on the other side of the street intercepted the fat man and collected a How the Mew President of France Once
" Flunked."
nickel, lie had to ask for it, but he
Once, during the school days of the
got it.
A man would be a brute to refuse a new president of the French republic,
nickel to a poor boy who has done him his professor in geography asked him:
"Pericr, give us the exact position r.nc
a great service. Chicago News.
indicate the latitude of the Gambiei
With tho Naval llcscrve.
Casimir-l'erie- r
group."
crossed
"When we are olf on the ship for
tightly upon his chest, looking
practice during the summer," said my very perplexed. One of his neighbor,
friend, "we get lots of fun out of life. whispered to him a wrong answer
While on watch wo go around amongst whereupon the professor gave him the
the sailors and get acquainted and exact position of this little group,
talk of matters nautical.
which belongs to the more important
"One day, just after we had taken French establishment of Tahiti, and,
on board themembersof the New York after a short pause, and with a little
reserve, I asked one of tho old tars point of irony, said: "You ought to
how ho liked our new friends.
know that, I'erior, because it is thanks
"Don't like 'em at all,' he said. to your grandfather that France ac'They won't talk with you nor do quired the ascendency in these part:;
anything but go around with their of the world; it was through his eiforts
heads up, as if they bossed the whole and entreaties that the dusky queen
affair, ltut now witli you Boston .fel of these islands was induced to come
e like you first to France; and the men of my generalers it's different.
rate; you arent so stuck up.
tion still remember the comical songs
"
"Til tell you just how it is,' he which celebrated the event." Ferier
added, confidentially.
'Them New blushed considerably; but, holding his
Yorkers is gentlemen." "Harper's Mag head still higher, answer the professor
'
azine.
with his quick and peculiar diction:
"Why," asked tho hoarder at the "I will most certainly go over this leshead of the table, "are ham and eggs son again and try to be more proficient
her?" "That," at the next lecture; but, so far as the
always associated
"gerly, deeds of my grandfather go, they are
remarked t'
so numerous that I am not old enough
"is just wh
yet to know them all"
Detroit Trfi

NO-

TARY PUBLIC.

o,

As the man went across the street
several persons saw it and turned to
laugh at him. The second boy was
waiting across the street. He ran up
to the man and said: ''Mister there's
a card hooked to your coat behind. Le'
me take it off."
"Goodness me!" said the little man,
"how did that get there?"
"One of them tough lads put it on,
I guess."
"Confound them! Well, here boy,
here's a dime for you."

Parlor

m

Vnabridged."

Standard nf tho
U. 8. Uov't Printing Office, tlieU.8.
Supreme Court and
of nearly all the
BclioolUooks.
Warmly commended by every
State Superintendent of Schools,
and other Educators almost without number.

A College President writes : " For
" case with which tho rye f nds tho
" word nought, for accuracy of deftni-- 't
Ion, for effective methods in lndl- ' eating pronunciation, for terso yet
' comprehensive statements of facts,
" and for practical use ns a working
" dictionary, Webster's International'
" excels any other single volume."
The One Great Standard A uthnrlty,
ho wmc non. p..i. isrevvor. Justice L. s.
Supreme Com t.

G. & C. METtKIAM CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.
iwSencl to the pnllilien for tree pnmpblet,

- Do nut

buy clicnp reprints of nncii iit editions.

Silver City

I'oHt

Olllce.

Office open dally except Sunday from 8 tun
7 p. in.
Open Sundays from 9 to (1:40 a.m., ami onu
hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department (mii dally except
Sundays from Ha. m. toll p.m.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central, linn-ove- r,

to

(icowtowu and all railroad points dulat 11:40 a.m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. tn., Mondays, Wednesdays
ly

and Fridays. ,
Mail closes for Vinos Altos dully except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at 4 p. m.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at (I p, in., Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
Mail arrives from I'lnos Altos dally except
Sundays at 10: Hi a. m.
I.. A. SKW.t.Y, I'OSTMASTKIt
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PETER MINUIT'S! MISTAKE.

ONE

not got out

Ho LoBt Money When Ho Bought Manhattan Ih1ik1 for Twenty-Fou- r
Dollars.

of earshot with
her directions beforo the floor walker

History tells us that 208 years ago,
or in 1020, Peter Minuit bought Manhattan island from the Indians and
paid for it 824 in merchandise.
It has usually been thought that
Peter took advantage of the ignorance
of the untutored savage and made an
excellent bargain for himself.
No doubt but that Peter thought it a
good trade, particularly when ho considered the value of lots after the
streets would be laid out, Central park
improved, ltrooklyn bridge built and
the island had a population of two
millions; for Peter was a shrewd real
estate speculator and looked a long
way ahead with a correct, prophetic

pounced on the attendant to know
how it was he had let a possible purchaser escape.
"Could you not have told her she'd
do better here? You're no business
man. Don't talk to me abojjt simply
answering a question. She was a cusy
tomer, and if you were worth your
you wouldn't have let her go."
The lady in question heard all this.
It cost her an embarrassment in feeling and threatened to cost the poor attendant an embarrassment in fact, as
she left the floor walker plying the
lash with a vigorous purpose which
might end in driving his victim out.

She had

sal-'ar-

eye.

THE IGUANA.

Notwithstanding
all of Peter's
shrewdness and foresight he made the
mistake of his life and lost millions of
dollars by his purchase. He didn't stop
to figura interest.
Since 1020 the rate of interest in this
country, where money has always been
in demand, has ranged from six per
cent, up to highway robbery. It will
be conservative to say that eight per
cent, is a fair average.
Now, if Peter had loaned his 824 at
eight per cent, compound interest, from
then, until this date, what would jts
value be, compared with the value of
Manhattan island?
At eight per cant, compound interest,
money will double once in about nine
years. Now, there have been twenty-nin- e
times nine years, and .seven years
more, since Peter made his purchase.
Then, if he had loaned his 24 he would
have had nearly 8400,1)00 at the end of
the first one hundred years, and more
than 8200,000,000 at the close of the second century, while in 1804 his principal
0
of 24 would have grown to be
the value of Manhattan island
many times over.
.So, in fact the Indians got the best of
the bargain, and no doubt they
chuckled over the situation as they
walked through IJaxter street with the
824 worth of merchandise in their arms.

A Snake Story

That Comet from the Sunny
South.

In South America, says ihe St. Louis
t,
snakes are very numerous, but their enemies are numerous.
Tcrhaps the most notable of these
snake killers is the large lizard known
as the iguana. The iguana is no
mean adversary, as may be judged from
the fact that dogs which attack one
often come off with a broken leg. The
lizard does not wait for the snake to
take the offensive, but goes swiftly in
pursuit, and being very rapid in its
motions, rarely has any difficulty in
overtaking its victim, which it dispatches with blows from its powerful
tail. I remember a funny experienca
I had with one of these lizards which
clearly illustrates its hatred for snakes.
I was riding with a friend in search of
cattle. My la'jso was attached to the
.saddle and tin end trailed along the
ground behind me. A big iguana lay
in the sun apparently asleep. It paid
no attention to my horse as it passed,
but the next instant it raised its head
and fixed its attention on the twenty
feet of lasso slowly trailing by. Sud
denly it rushed after the rope and
dealt it a succession of violent blows
with its tail. When the whole of the
lasso, several yards of which had been
pounded in vain, had been dragged by,
with uplifted head continued
OFFICIOUS FLOOR WALKERS. the lizard
to gaze after it with evident astonisl
How Shopper Aro Annoyed nnd Lives of ment. Never before luid such a w(
cnnlfí niví:i;írl ít. IMltll.
C lerks Made MlHerubie.
The ollleiousness of lloor walkers in
Another Yellow Jaeket.
certain dry goojls stores not often
The "Yellow Jacket" of whidj
found supplemented by the zeal of
young women behind the counter is Hung Chang was recently deprhl
sometimes embarrassing. Even if one the symbol of Chinese royal and j
projects largo purchases one more rial favor, as well as of the liil
d
often than not prefers small fuss power. It is a
ubout it, but it is awkward and a trille therefore, little worn crarment.
rj
mortifying if you just want .to look first Marquis Tseng Kow-fa- n
high in his opinion of the empel
about to have some one insist on
you to some particular coun- las day that his majesty tirew
own coat and placed it upoi
ter.
worlhv subiccia back, lo sii
A little of the superflous energy
might neufully bo absorbed by the annreciation of the gift, and tj
shopwomen, who often find it too ner of it, the marquis, who 1
allowed it
troublesome to listen attentively to many years,
moved from n.. back,
i can
what one wants.
Entering a Sixth avenue store one nr:Kf?it.iil n 1 i:'.al CDlthl?
day last week, a lady saw it was not
the one she had meant, and naming the
X
ds
store she wanted to an attendant,
1
yellow
asked him how many doors away it
'Globe-Democra-

820,000,-000,00-

'

much-covete-

nor

asaboardhS

ci!Sg--

Expert Thieve
for Had!
The fine pi1

which are now
dry goods stores
peculiar use
sneak thieve'
their stamping
York Sun Recen
of the Fourteenth
pocketbook in oi
in the ladies' pa(
the superintend
to contain a che
a number of littl
intendent hunted
person to whom
payable and wrot
down the next
ownership of th
day passes with
rilled pocke
.lor, said store, "and?
tective on g;
time, it seem
really
thieves. The fact
pert pickpocket and sneak thief rho
works the dry goods stores will take
nothing except cash and valuable
jewelry. He will not take the risk of
detection which the ordinary thief
docs. Checks, trinkets and small articles of no special value the expert thief
throws away.
"They rarely examine their booty in
the same store in which they steal it.
Take the pocketbook of this woman,
for instance. She was not in our stDro
at all on the day that tliu pocketbook
was found here. The pocketbook was
taken from her at a swell store uptown. The thief evidently hastened
away as soon as the theft had been
committed, came down here and examined the pocketbook, took out the catih,
which, I believe, amounted to sixty or
seventy dollars, and threw the rest
into the waste basket. Of course, all
these expert thieves arc w(,nnen. Under
their present system thci? operation:!
are very successful. The ordinary thief
goes around grabbing here ind there.
an in
l
ni' P"
"H t"-

a
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COtTNCII.MEN.

Olllclul Directory.

White,
Martin Maher
M. K.

FEDERAL.

Jus. Glllett,

Geo. D. Jones.

FIltK DEPARTMENT.
Delegate to Congress
Chief
Governor L. A. Skelly
George
St.
Assistant Chief
Robinson
Secretary
Foreman, R. H. lioso Co.
Chief Justice (!. C. Whitehlll
Foreman. J. W. F. lioso Co
Steve Uhlo
W. F. Lorenz rorenian, Hook and LadderCo.
A. A. Freeman.
N. B..Laughlln, )
Associates
A. B. Kail,
Special Master's Salo.
L. W. Lenoir-- . Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General WHEREAS, BY A CERTAIN DEGREE
Charles F. EiAloy,
U. S. Collector IT made bv the district court of the third
Charles M. Shannon,
U.S. District At torney Judicial dist rict of the territory of New MexJ. H. lionimlnirway,
U. S. Marshal ico, In and for the county of Grunt, tho lKtlj
Edward L. Hall,
Deputy U.S. Marshal day of May, A. 1). Mill, In a certain cause then
II. W. Loomls,
,1. W. Fleming.
.sum court. 111 which said causo
U. S. Coal Mino Inspector penning
J. 11 Walker, Santa Fo Register Land Oillco Matthew S. Cleveland Is the complainant.
Podro Delgado, Santa Fo Roc'v'r Land Oillco and William Skillicorn and Lanson A. Snyder
John I). Bryan, LasCruces Kog'r Land Oillco aro tho respondents, It was. among other
.1. P. Ascarato, Las Cruces, Hec'v'r L'dOlllce
tilings ordered, adjudged and decreed that
Reg'r Land Oillco the said respondents, within three days from
Klchard Young. Roswell
W. G. Cosgrovo, Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land otllco tho date of said decree pay said complainant.
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Office Matthew S. Cleveland, the sum of $ilU.lM.wltli
II. C. Pickels. Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office interest thereon from the lath day of May,
A. I). ISill, together with the costs, charges
and allowances of said cause, falling In which
TEKIUTOKIAL.
that the premises mentioned in said decree
E. L. Burtlott,
. Solicitor General and hereinafter described be sold fortlie pur- satisfying said indebtedness, together
,T. TI. Crist, Santa Fo,
District nttorney pose ofthe
costs, charges and allowances as
with
S. H. Newcoml). Las Cruces,
aforesaid, and that the undersigned as a spe"
"
W. II. Whiteman. Alb'iiue,
cial master of said court execute said sale.
L. G. Hell. Silver City,
And whereas, tho said respondents, William
M.W.Mills. Springer,
Skillicorn and Lanson A. Snyder, have whol"
Vegas.
C. C. Kort. Las
ly failed to comply with said requirements of
Geo. II. Baker, Roswell,
and the time within which said
F. Pino.
Librarian said decree,were
by said decree directed to bo
Supreme
II. S. Clnncv.
Court payments passed.
Clerk
made has
E. II. Hergmann.Superlntendeiit Penitentiary
give
is
to
notice, that In pursuanco of
Tills
.
(ieo. W. Knaoliel.
Adiutunt General
R. J. Palón.
Treasurer said decree, I the undersigned sjicclal master
will,
on
Thursday
the 1st day of Nov.. A. 1).
Demet rio Perez,
Auditor
Supt. of Schools 1X114, at 11 o'clock a. m., at tho front door of
Amado Chavez,
M. S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector the court house In the town of Silver City,
county of Grant and territory of New Mexico,
offer for sale and sell at public vendue, to
COl!KT OF PHI VATE LAND CLAIMS.
the highest bidder for cash In hand, the following described real estate situate ill the
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Pinos Altos mining district, eoui.ty of Grant
.Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Co- and territory of New Mexico, to wit: that
lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina ; certain mill known as the Skillicorn and SnyWilliam M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C. der mill, the same being situated upon
Sluss. of Kansas.
milling
certain
that
claim or mill
of Missouri, United site
Mathey G. Reynol,
' known
as
Skllllconi
the
States Attorney.
mining
or mill
claim
site, more
particularly described as follows,
Commencing at a stone monument HW feet
COUNTY.
below the well that furnishes water to the
M. W. Porterfleld,
Probato Jud gc Skillicorn mill, and runs
east
thence
.1. W. Fleming,
to
a
feet
stone
monument
Treasurer !M)
northeast
the
E. M. Young,
Probate Clerk on
corner of claim;
A. B. Laird.
Slieriir thence south IKW feet to a stone monuG. W. Miles.
Assessor ment on the southeast corner of claim;
R. L. Powel.
Surveyor thence (WO feet west to listone monument on
S. S. llranniit,
Commissioner tho southwest corner of claim; thence (KM)
Baylor Shannon,
Commissioner feet north to a stone monument on the nort
corner of claim; and t hence too feet to
nomas roster
Commissioner
R. II. Thlelmanii,
School Superintendent
the place of beginning: said mining claim or
mill site is recorded in hook 4 at pages 2sU
and atlof mining locat ions said Grunt count y
CITY
Mayor records, to which reference Is hereby made
J. W. Fleming,
particular description together
J. W. Carter.
Lreasurer for a more
the
of
simco
acres
three
Wm. F. Lorenz,
Clerk with said
mill with all machinery, fixabout
Attorney tures,
Frank Wright,
appliances
appurtenances
and
any
In
C. L. Cantley,
.Marshal
manner pertaining to said mill and mill
building.
J.
John
Bei.u
IIOAItO OF EDUCATION.
Special master.
A. II. llAltM.KE,
Wm. Brahm,
G. N. Wood,
complainant.
Solicitor
for
R. L. Powel.

Anthony Joseph,

, rft Masonic W. T. Thornton,
ns tin i!d Wednes-- i. Lotion Miller, .
All companions Thomas Smith,
ION SCHUTZ, H. 1'. N. 0. Collier,
)
I

I

ir..-

.nets

-r

at

Mason-- v

Nat'l Bank, tho
iforo the full moon
wot horn Invited to
Y'rwoMEV, W. M.

111

V

0. E. 8. Meets
eiioh month lit

;

V.

.)S(JH()VE,

M.

y- -

client No.

1.

meets

of cni'h month.

' Invited.

2. Atkins, t'. 1

jets at

.itnrdiiy

Odd
X. G.

it,

,

0.

V.

n Helen
Meetings

Lodge, No. 7. Roliokali Degree.
second mill fourth Friday nights In
euch month, lit luill of 1. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
Hank building.
L. II. Rowi.i.ee, X. G.

St. Geokue

Scc'y

K0111NSON,

OP I',

K

Meets 2d and 4th Tuesilnv nlidits of ench
month, nt Odd Fellow's Hull. Visiting Knights
Invited.
Thank Wiikiht. I". 0
.1. J. Siikiuiun, K. K & S.
O. U. W.

4

Meets
Jit
month,

on tho 1st and lid Tuesday of each

lellow workmen cordially invited.

E. M. Young, Hoe.

C. L. CANTI.EY, M. F.

I A. ANCHETA.

t)t

ATTOKNKY AT LAM',

Will practice In all tho

courts of tho territory. Criminal law specially. Otllco
corner Texas and Spring st reets.
NEW MEXICO.
LIVEli JIT Y
11

TAMES S. KI ELDER.

ATTOKNKY AT LAW,
Onice over Silver City National Hank,
SILVER CITY
- - - - N. M.
C It. GILLETT,
ATTOKNKY AT LAW mill
0.

V

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Collections a Specialty,
SILVER CITY
-

l. picf

N. M.

to-w-

lt.

do not
t Everything

Postage Stamps,

but

THE EAGLE
JOB OFFICE
Ollle- e-

Ynnkin St

'S.llelween Texas
"d Arizona

till

Silver

yY'

Can print anything from
a neat Business Card
to the picture of a
hedge fence.

